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Abstract
Brand awareness, as one of the fundamental dimensions of brand equity, is often
considered to be a prerequisite of consumers‟ buying decision, as it represents the main factor for
including a brand in the consideration set. Brand awareness can also influence consumers‟
perceived risk assessment and their confidence in the purchase decision, due to familiarity with
the brand and its characteristics. On the other hand, brand awareness can be depicted into at least
two facets – unaided (brand recall) and aided (brand recognition) – each of the two facets having
its more or less effective influence on buying decision and perceived risk assessment. This paper
tries to reveal, on one hand, the importance of unaided brand awareness when it comes to
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consumers‟ buying decision and, on the other hand, the importance of aided brand awareness
when assessing the perceived risk associated with the purchase. The analysis is conducted in a
comparative manner, considering the case of durable versus non-durable products, and with
focus on urban Romanian consumers.
Keywords: Brand awareness, consumers, confidence, risk associated, analysis, focus
CHAPTER - I
1.1. INTRODUCTION
Brand awareness is the probability that consumers are familiar about the life and
availability of the product. It is the degree to which consumers precisely associate the brand with
the specific product. It is measured as ratio of niche market that has former knowledge of brand.
Brand awareness includes both brand recognition as well as brand recall. Brand recognition is
the ability of consumer to recognize prior knowledge of brand when they are asked questions
about that brand or when they are shown that specific brand, i.e., the consumers can clearly
differentiate the brand as having being earlier noticed or heard. While brand recall is the
potential of customer to recover a brand from his memory when given the product
class/category, needs satisfied by that category or buying scenario as a signal. In other words, it
refers that consumers should correctly recover brand from the memory when given a clue or he
can recall the specific brand when the product category is mentioned. It is generally easier to
recognize a brand rather than recall it from the memory. Brand awareness is improved to the
extent to which brand names are selected that is simple and easy to pronounce or spell; known
and expressive.
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There are two types of brand awareness:
1. Aided awareness- This means that on mentioning the product category, the customers
recognize your brand from the lists of brands shown.
2. Top of mind awareness (Immediate brand recall)- This means that on mentioning the
product category, the first brand that customer recalls from his mind is your brand.
The relative importance of brand recall and recognition will rely on the degree to which
consumers make product-related decisions with the brand present or not
Definition:
“The likelihood that consumers recognize the existence and availability of a company‟s
product or service. Creating brand awareness is one of the key steps in promoting

a

product.” In today‟s free market economy, brands compete with one another to dominate the
market. They do this by either playing around with prices or improving the quality of their
products. As competition becomes tougher, in order to still remain in the market brands need to
take extra steps to keep customers interested. That‟s because people are always looking for the
best company that fulfils their needs. And their most important need, yet the one they‟re not
always aware of, is the emotional need. Customers will keep buying from you if they‟re
connected to your brand emotionally.
What is brand?
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We hear the word brand very often, but many people don‟t know for sure what it means.
According to the greatest marketer of all times, David Ogilvy, a brand is “The intangible sum
of a product’s attributes: its name, packaging, and price, its history, its reputation, and the way
it’s advertised. But another definition that we really like is the one that Jeff Bezos, the founder
of Amazon, introduced: “Your brand is what people say about you when you’re not in the
room” You‟ve probably noticed that pretty much every product out there is branded.
Brand awareness is not the same as brand recognition
Brand awareness should not be mixed up with brand recognition. Just like being aware of
something is not the same as recognizing that something. Brand awareness can be defined as
merely a rudimentary form of brand recognition, where at least some basic knowledge about that
brand can be named (e.g. brand name). Brand awareness can also be equivalent to brand
identification. If we take a brand recognition scale, say from 1 to 10, then brand awareness is
equal to the 1st level brand recognition. Although the difference between brand awareness and
brand recognition is subtle, it‟s important to distinguish these two. If you recognize a brand, then
you are definitely aware of it. But if you are aware of a brand it doesn‟t necessarily mean that
you recognize it. This is because you don‟t recognize the brand entirely unless you are aware of
each of its features that were mentioned above.
Importance of brand awareness
There was a study done by Wayne D. Hoyer and Steven P. Brown back in 1990 called
the Effects of Brand Awareness on Choice for a Common, Repeat-Purchase Product and the
findings from this study were quite interesting:
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Subjects who are aware of one brand in a choice set tend to sample fewer brands across
a series of product trials this we would like to refer to:
Because you want your customer base to always come back to you, right? And you
never would want to lose them to your competitors, because then it would be your competitors
who would dominate the market and not you. Using that finding from the paper above us can
surely say that when your customers are aware of your brand they will choose you before your
competitors. They will be aware of your brand and its values. Making your brand known among
people is a very important marketing strategy to creating a loyal customer base. Therefore,
branding is quite a smart marketing technique to getting a loyal and solid customer base.The
reason why big brands have such aims is that they want to “own” the market. They want to make
sure that they get ahead of their competition. The loyal customer base that chooses your product
first when presented with multiple choices.
Why it’s Important
Brand awareness is essential not only because it brings customers to your business for the
first time, it encourages them to keep coming back. People like to buy from names they trust and
that they can identify with; when your logo and tagline are easy for them to remember, your
brand comes to symbolize your company and it‟s the first thing to come to the consumer‟s mind
when they‟re ready to buy.
1.2. Objectives of the study:
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 1. To find out whether the current promotional strategies are effective in creating
awareness among people.
 To find out what type of ads the customers like with respect to insurance products.
 To suggest a new way of promotion for the company based on people‟s awareness about
the brand IDBI Federal life insurance co ltd.
 To find out the differential effects of sales promotion on the dimension of consumer
based brand equity.
 To find out the effect of sale promotions, price and premium promotions, on different
categories of products, viz, convenience specialty product on consumer based brand
equity
1.3. Scope of the study
1) Study demonstrates that brand awareness exerts an influence on choice and brand
sampling
2) Brand awareness is a prevalent choice tactic among inexperienced consumers facing a
new decision task
3) Subjects who are aware of one brand in a choice set tend to sample fewer brands across a
series of product trials
4) Subjects who are aware of one brand in a choice set tend to choose the known brand even
when it is lower in quality than other brands they had the opportunity to sample.”
1.4 Needs for the study
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As insurance is a „push‟ rather than a „pull‟ product, it is a big challenge for the
companies to make their products meaningful to prospective customers. Companies have taken
necessary steps to introduce simplified insurance products and started designing the benefits that
suit the specific needs of policy holders. This has forced companies to have a higher degree
of transparency on policy terms which will make the customer understand the product and its
292 benefits without any ambiguity. It is therefore important for the companies to invest not just
in expansion and distribution but also in client servicing and processing. Many customers are
discouraged from buying insurance due to the anticipated complexity involved in settlement of
claims.
Insurance companies do assert that the competition in the industry is forcing them to
speed up their claim processes, but the fact remains that a lot more needs to be done to make
general insurance a hassle-free experience for the customers. Such things are very important to
be communicated to the prospective customers so that they understand the products of the
company and the benefits and features of the products. Thus, having proper promotion means
that take the products to the customer in a much quicker and transparent way has become an
important factor for companies like IDBI Federal, to stand ahead of other players. This has
created a necessity to study the promotional strategies of IDBI Federal in order to improve the
same so that they reach the customer in a better way.
CHAPTER – II
2.1 Review of Literature
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Information Technology (IT) is very powerful in today‟s world, and financial institutions
are the backbone of the Indian economy. Indian Banking Industry today is in the midst of an IT
revolution. Nearly, all the nationalized banks in India are going for information technology based
solutions. The application of IT in Banks has reduced the scope of traditional or conventional
banking with manual operations. Nowadays banks have moved from disbursed to a centralized
environment, which shows the impact of IT on banks. Banks are using new tools and techniques
to find out their customers need and offer them tailor made products and services. The impact of
automation in banking sector is difficult to measure.
Technological development in the banking sector:
The technological development in the banking sector began with the use of Advanced
Ledger Posting Machines (ALPM) in the 1980s and nowadays banks are using core banking
solution (CBS) for providing better services to their customers. Over the years several studies
have been conducted both at the industry and academic level to examine the impact of IT on
banking productivity and profitability. 57 Dos et al. [1993] studied statistical correlation between
IT spending and performance measures such as profitability or stock‟s value. It is found that
there is an insignificant correlation between IT spending and profitability measures, implying
thereby that IT spending is unproductive. Brynjolfsson and Hitt [1996], however, cautioned that
these findings do not account for the economic theory of equilibrium which implies that
increased IT spending does not imply increased profitability. More recent firm level studies,
however, point a more positive picture of IT contributions towards productivity.
Dr. C. Rangarajan Committee [1983Dr. Rangarajan committee had drawn up in
1983-84 the first blue print for computerization and mechanization in banking industry and
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looked into modalities of drawing up a phased plan for mechanization for the banking industry
covering period1985-89. The committee in its report in 1984 recommended introduction of
computerization and mechanization at branch, regional office / zonal office and head office
levels of banks.
In 1988[6] another committee was constituted under the chairmanship of Dr. Rangarajan
for making plans for computerization for the next five years from 1990-94 for the banking
industry. It identified the purpose of computerization as improvement in customer service,
decision making, housekeeping and profitability. The committee observed that banking is a
service industry and improved efficiency will lead to a faster rate of growth in output and help to
expand employment all around. The work force in the banking industry must, therefore, look
upon computerization as a means to improve customer service and must welcome it in that spirit.
W.S. Saraf Committee [1994] In 1994, the Governor, Reserve bank of India had
appointed a committee on technology issues under the chairmanship of W. S. Saraf. The
committee looked into technological issues related to the payment system and to make
recommendations for widening the use of modern technology in the banking industry. The Saraf
committee recommended to set up institutions for electronic funds transfer system in India. The
committee also reviewed the telecommunication system like use of BANKNET and optimum
utilization of SWIFT by the banks in India.
Shere Committee [1995] In 1995, RBI formed a committee under the chairmanship of
K. S. Shere, to study all aspects relating to electronic funds transfer and propose appropriate
legislation. The Shere committee had recommended framing of RBI (EFT system) regulations
under59 section 58 of the Reserve bank of India Act 1934 (RBI Act.), amendments to the RBI
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act and to the bankers book evidence act, 1891 as short term measures and enacting of a few new
acts such as EFT act, the computer misuse and data protection act etc. as long term measures.
Narasimhan Committee [1998] In order to examine the various issues related to the
technology up gradation in the banking sector, the Reserve Bank of India appointed Narasimhan
committee in September 1998. The committee consists of representatives from the Government,
Reserve Bank of India, banks and academic institutions associated with the information
technology. The committee dealt with the issues on technology up gradation and observed that
the most of the technology that could be considered suitable for India in some form or the other
has been introduced in some diluted form or as a pilot project, but the desired success has not
been achieved because of the reasons inter-alia lack of clarity and certainty on legal issues. The
committee also suggested implementation of the necessary legislative changes, keeping in the
view the recommendations of Shere committee.
2.2. Research Methodology
2.2.1. Introduction:
Research methodology is the systematic, theoretical analysis of the method applied to a
field of study or the theoretical analysis of the body of method applied to the field of study. It
offers the understanding of the systematic study of the method that are, can be, or have been
applied within the study. This is also termed as the description of methods.
2.2.2. Research:
Research and experimental development is creative work undertaken systematically to
increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge of humanity, culture and society, and the
use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications. It is used to establish or confirm
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facts, reaffirm the results of previous work, solve new or existing problems, support theorems,
or develop new theories.
2.2.3. Research design:
Research design is considered as a "blueprint" for research, dealing with at least four
problems: which questions to study, which data are relevant, what data to collect, and how to
analyze the results. The best design depends on the research question as well as the orientation of
the researcher. Every design has its positive and negative sides. In sociology, there are three
basic designs, which are considered to generate reliable data; these are cross-sectional,
longitudinal, and cross-sequential. The study is carried out on the basis of descriptive and
exploratory type of researches. Each of those can be defined as follows
2.2.4. Descriptive research:
Descriptive research is used to describe characteristics of a population or phenomenon
being studied. It does not answer on how/when/why the characteristics occurred. Rather it
addresses what the characteristics of a population or situation being studies. Hence the research
cannot describe what caused the situation. The description is used for frequencies, average and
other statistical calculation.
2.2.5. Exploratory research:
Exploratory research is conducted for a problem that has not been clearly defined.
The purpose the research is to gain familiarity with a phenomenon or acquired new insights into
it in order to formulate a more precise problem or develop hypothesis. The result of exploratory
research is not usually helpful in decision making by them, but they can provide significant
insight into a given situation.
2.2.6. Sampling:
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It involves selection a relative small number of element from a larger defined group of
element and expecting that the information gathered from the small group will allow judgments
to be made about the larger the group (population).
2.2.7.Sampling method:
The sampling method used for this study is Non-probability convenient Sampling.
Convenient Sampling is one of the types of non-probability sampling technique in which the
sample size is defined and each object in the population has an equal chance of being picked as
sample.
2.2.8.Sample size:
Sample is a subset of population. Sample size is the actual number of subject chosen as a
sample to represent population characteristics. In this research, sample size is 50.
2.2.9.Sources of data
The data are collected from two major sources
 Primary data
 Secondary data
1. Primary data:
Primary data are those data which are collected directly from the field for first
time, which is original in character. This was obtained by the personal interview with
managerial staff, office staff and workers of the firm.
2.

Secondary data:
Secondary data is data collected by someone other than the user. Common
sources of secondary data for social science include censuses, organizational records and
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data collected through qualitative methodologies or qualitative research. Primary data, by
contrast, are collected by the investigator conducting the research.
Secondary data analysis saves time that would otherwise be spent collecting
data and, particularly in the case of quantitative data, provides larger and higher-quality
databases that would be unfeasible for any individual researcher to collect on their own.
2.2.10. Statistical tools used:
The following tools and techniques have been used for the statistical analysis of
randomly selected data.
 Percentage analysis
 Chi-Square test.
 Correlation analysis.
Percentage analysis method:
 The percentage analysis was used to find the percentage of each category.
 Various tables and charts were drawn for easy representation.

Percentage analysis = [number of respondents/sample size]*100

Chi- square test:
Chi- Square test is very powerful test for testing the significance of the discrepancy
between theory and experiment it was given by prof. Karl person in 1900 and is known as chisquare test of goodness of fit. It enable us to found the deviation of the experiment from theory is
just by chance or is it really due to inadequacy of theory of fit the observed date.
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Chi-square test

(𝜒 2 ) =

Degree of freedom

(𝑂−𝐸)2
𝐸

= (R-1)(C-1)

Where
O = Observed frequency
E = Expected frequency
C = No of columns
R = No of rows
Expected Frequency =

Row Total X Column Total
Grand Total

Correlation Analysis:
Correlation is a statistical measure that indicates the extent to which two or more
variables fluctuate together. A positive correlation indicates the extent to which those variables
increase or decrease in parallel. A negative correlation indicates the extent to which one variable
increase as the other decrease. Its formula is as follows:
R=

𝑵

𝑵

𝑿𝒀−

𝑿𝟐 −

𝟐

𝑿

𝑿
𝑵

𝒀
𝒀𝟐 −

𝒀 𝟐

CHAPTER – III
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Data Analysis and Interpretation
Table – 3.1 Genders of the Respondents
Gender

Respondent

Percentage%

Male

31

62

Female

19

38

Total

50

100

SOURCES: Primary data
Inference: From the above table clearly indicates that 62% of the respondents are male and
remaining 38% of the respondents are female.
Table – 3.2Age of the Respondent
Options

Respondents

Percentage (%)

Below 22

7

14

23-25

15

30

26-35

16

32

35<above

12

24

Total

50

100

Sources: primary data
Inference: From above the table it is inferred that 14% of respondents are of age group below 22
years, 30% of respondents are of age group between 23-25 years and 32% of respondents are of
age group between 26-35 years and 24% of respondents are 35<above.
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Table- 3.3 Annual Incomes
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Up to 1.5 lakh p.a

15

30

1.5 lakh-3 lakh p.a

10

20

Above 3 lakh p.a

25

50

Total

50

100

Source: primary data
Inference: From the table shows the annual income for 50% of the respondent to earn above 3
lakh p.a and 30% of the respondent to earn for up 1.5 lakh p.a and 20% of the people earn the
income for 1.5 lakh to 3 lakh p.a.
Table- 3.4 Insurance Policy
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Income insurance

14

28

Terms insurance

11

22

Life insurance

13

26

Wealth insurance

12

24

TOTAL

50

100

Source: primary data
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Inference:From the above table clearly indicates that 28% of the people insured for income
insurance and 26% of the people insured life insurance and 24% of the people insured for wealth
insurance and 22% of the people insured term insurance.
Table-3.5 Reason Behind Taking
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Risk coverage

20

40

Investment purpose

10

20

Pension schemes

15

30

Tax benefit

5

10

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table shows the reason behind taking for the 40% of the people take for the
risk coverage and 30% of the people take of pension schemes and 20% of the people for
investment purpose and 10% of the people insured for tax benefit.
Table- 3.6, benefit of IDBI federal
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Tax reduction

17

34

Guaranteed annual payout

13

26

Money back

14

28

Flexible payout

6

12
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TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table indicates the benefit of IDBI federal life insurance the company
provide 34% of the tax reduction and 28% of the money back and 26% of the annual payout
and 12% of flexible payout.
Table- 3.7, Type of Magazine
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Sports

4

8

Business

12

24

Fashion

18

36

Education

16

32

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table shows the people read type of the magazine for36% of the people read
for fashion and education magazine and others32% of the people read business magazine24% of
the people read for sports magazine and 8% of the people read magazine.
Table- 3.8, Newspaper
Content
the Hindu

Respondent

Percentage%

5

10
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The times of India

11

22

The statesman

17

34

The economic times

17

34

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES; primary data
Inference:From the above table indicate the newspaper and 34% of the people read for the
statesman and the economic times and 22% of the people read the times of India and 10% of the
people read the Hindu newspaper.
Table- 3.9, Watching Television
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

New channel

10

20

Sports channel

15

30

Music channel

14

28

Movie channel

11

22

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table shows the watching television for 30% of the people see the sports
channel and 28% of the people for music channel 22% of the people for movie channel 20% of
the people for news channel.
Table- 3.10,Advertisement
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Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Animation

20

40

Originality

10

20

Humour

10

20

Music

10

20

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table shows the for an advertisement 40% of the people like animation the
20% of the people like the originality and homour and music.
Table- 3.11,Information Related to Insurance
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Print ad

15

30

Magazine ad

12

24

Hordings

23

46

Total

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table shows the insurance for 46% of the people collect the information
about hoarding and 30% of the information about print ad and 24% of information about
magazine ad
Table - 3.12, Advertisement
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Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Convincing

20

40

Just for the purpose of sale

15

30

Satisfying your needs

15

30

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference:From the table indicates the satisfying of customer 40%of describing convincing 30%
of describing just for purpose of sale and satisfying your needs.
Table- 3.13, Life Insurance Policy
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Quick service

19

38

Multiple choices

18

36

Tax saving

7

14

Investment

6

12

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table shows the life insurance for customer 38% for only quick service 36%
for multiple choice and 14% for tax benefit of customer and 12% of the investment purpose.
Table- 3.14, Cellular Service Product
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Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Awareness of the service provider

17

34

Retailer influenced

13

26

Advertisement influenced

9

18

Market share of the service provider

11

22

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table clearly indicate the cellular service product for 34% of awareness of
the service provider and 26% for retailer influenced 22% for market share of the service provider
and 18% for advertisement influenced.
Table- 3.15, IDBI Life Smart Performance Scheme
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Up to date

16

32

Knows

14

28

Little bit

12

24

Not updated

8

16

TOTAL

50

100

SOURES: primary data
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Inference: From the table shows for IDBI life smart performance scheme for 32% of the people
up to date and another one 28% knows a information 24% for knows little bit and 16% of the
people not to updated.
Table- 3.16, Period of IDBI Life Insurance
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

0-10 years

25

50

10-12 years

5

10

12-15 years

14

28

Above 15 years

6

12

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table clearly indicates the period of life insurance for 50% people take
insurance 10 years and 28% of the people take insurance for 12 years 12% of the people take life
insurance 15years and 10% of the people take above 15 years.
Table- 3.17, Annual Premium
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Below 5000

12

24

5000-10000

20

40

10000-25000

17

34

Above 25000

1

2
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TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table clearly indicates the annual income 30% of the people earn for 10000
thousand 26% of the people earn 10000 to 25000 thousand above and 18% of the people below
5000 thousand.
Table- 3.18, Coverage of sum Insured
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Below 1 lakh

35

70

1-5 lakh

5

10

5-10 lakh

6

12

Above 10 lakh

4

8

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table shows the life insurance coverage of sum insured for 70% of the
people coverage for below 1 lakh and12% of the people coverage for 10 lakh and 10% of the
people coverage 5lakh and 8% of the people coverage above 10 lakh.
Table- 3.19, Easy to Access the Life Insurance Bank
Content
IDBI Bank

Respondent

Percentage%

20

40
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HDFC bank

24

48

ICICI bank

3

6

SBI bank

3

6

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table shows the easy to access the life insurance for 48% of the people
selected for HDFC bank and 40% of the people selected for IDBI bank and 6% of the people
selected ICICI bank and SBI bank.
Table- 4.20, Product
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Money back offer

30

60

Whole life

10

20

Child policy

10

20

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table clearly indicate the product the company provide money back offer
for 60% of the people selected the product and 20% of the selected for whole life and child
Table-3.21,Insurence Sector
Content

Respondent

Percentage%
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YES

35

70

NO

15

30

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
INFERENCE: From the table clearly indicate about the insurance sector for 70% of the people
select for insurance sector and another 30% are not involving insurance sector.
Table-3.22, Sources
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

TV ad

15

30

Newspaper

11

22

Internet

14

28

Word of mouth

10

20

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table shows the sources of insurance for 30% people gathering information
about TV ad and 28% people through internet and 22% of the people like newspaper and 20% of
the people through the word of mouth.
Table-4.23, Service Providing by IDBI
Content

Respondent

Percentage%
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Good

10

20

Satisfactory

20

40

Bad

15

30

Excellent

5

10

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table clearly indicate the service providing by IDBI for 36% of the people
describe satisfactory 34% of people well and 20% of the people describe bad 10% of the people
describe excellent.
Table-4.24, Benefits Offered by IDBI Life Insurance
Content

Respondent

Percentage%

Easy to earn

12

24

Future expectation

11

22

Savings

27

54

TOTAL

50

100

SOURCES: primary data
Inference: From the table shows the benefits offered by IDBI life insurance 54% of the people
invest savings 24% of the people aim easy to earn 22% of the people future expectation.
3.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
3.2.1 CHI – SQUARE TEST
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HYPOTHESIS
Null Hypothesis: (H0) – There is no significant relationship between age and federal product.
Alternative Hypothesis: (H1) – There is significant relationship between age and federal
product.
BSERVED FREQUENCY:
Federal product

Age

Total

Below 22

23-25

26-35

Above 35

Income insurance

0

2

2

0

4

Term insurance

2

0

5

2

9

Life insurance

2

5

10

0

17

Wealth insurance

3

5

11

1

20

Total

7

12

28

3

50

Expected Frequency =

Row Total X Column Total
Grand Total

0.56

0.96

2.24

0.24

1.26

2.16

5.04

0.54

2.38

4.08

9.52

1.02

2.8

4.8

11.2

1.2

Chi-square test

(𝜒 2 ) =

(𝑂−𝐸)2
𝐸
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Where

O = Observed frequency
E = Expected frequency

CHI-SQUARE TABLE:
(𝑶 − 𝑬)𝟐

(𝑶 − 𝑬)𝟐
𝑬

-0.56

0.3136

0.56

0.96

1.04

1.0816

1.126

2

2.24

-0.24

0.0576

0.0257

0

0.24

-0.24

0.0576

0.24

2

1.26

0.74

0.5476

0.4346

0

2.16

-2.16

4.6656

2.16

5

5.04

-0.04

0.0016

0.000317

2

0.54

1.46

2.1316

3.9474

2

2.38

-0.38

0.1444

0.06067

5

4.08

0.92

0.8464

0.20745

10

9.52

0.48

0.2304

0.02420

0

1.02

-1.02

1.0404

1.02

3

2.8

0.2

0.04

0.01428

5

4.8

0.2

0.04

0.00833

11

11.2

-0.2

0.04

0.00357

1

1.2

-0.2

0.04

0.0333

O

E

0

0.56

2

𝑶−𝑬
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TOTAL

9.8747

Calculated value of 𝜒 2

= 9.8747

Degree of Freedom

= (r-1)(c-1)
= (4-1)(4-1)
= 3*3
=9

At 5% level of significance = 0.05.Tabulated value of 𝜒 2 = 16.919, Therefore, The Calculated
value of 𝜒 2 = 9.8747 and it Tabulated value of 𝜒 2

= 16.919.Since the tabulated value 16.919

is greater than the calculated value 9.8747.Therefore H0 is accepted
Interpretation: Since H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected, there is no significant relationship
between age and federal product.
2.2 Correlation Analysis
Whether there is a relationship between service providing and annual premium.
X : Organization culture
Y : Information received
X

10

20

15

5

Y

12

20

17

1
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Correlation table:
𝑿𝟐

𝒀𝟐

S.No

X

Y

XY

1

10

12

120

100

144

2

20

20

400

400

400

3

15

17

255

225

289

4

5

1

5

25

1

Total

50

50

780

750

834

R=

=

=

𝑵

𝑵

𝑿𝒀−

𝑿𝟐 −

𝟐

𝑿

𝑿
𝑵

𝒀
𝒀𝟐 −

𝒀 𝟐

4(780) – (50)(50)
4 750 − 50 2

4 834 − 50 2

3120−2500
3000 −2500

3336 −2500

620

= 646.5269
R = 0.9589 (positive correlation )
Inference: There is a positive relationship between service providing and annual premium.
CHAPTER - IV
4.1 Findings of the study
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62% of the respondents are male employees.



32% of the respondents belong to the category of 26 to 35 years.



50% of the respondents are earning a yearly income above 3 lakhs p.a.



28% of the respondents are only insured for income insurance.



40% of the respondents take for the risk coverage.



34% of the respondent only insured for tax reduction.



36% of the respondent select for fashion magazine.



34% of the respondent read for newspaper only the statesman and the economic times.



30% of the respondent watching television for only sports channel.



40% of the respondents like animation.



46% of the respondent information collected for hoardings.



40% of the respondent expected for convincing.



38% of the respondent selected for quick service life insurance policy.



34% of the respondents create for awareness of the service provider.



32% of the respondent up to date for IDBI smart performance scheme.



50% of the respondents take insurance 10 years.



40% of the respondent invested for above 10000.



70% of the respondent coverage for below 1 lakhs.



48% of the respondent selected for HDFC bank.



60% respondent and company provide for money back offer.



70% of the respondent selected for insurance sector.



30% of the respondent gathering information about tv ad.
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36% of the respondent is describe insurance is satisfactory.



54% of company provide for savings to customer future expectation.

4.2 Suggestion of the study
Customers should be contacted at a regular interval after taking up the policy to maintain
customer satisfaction. Advertising plays a very important role in increasing the awareness and
reminding the customer about the product and service offered by IDBI federal bank, hence
advertisement should be creative to attract the customers. Advertisement about the firm and its
products and services must be telecasted on local T.V channels as well as in newspapers and
magazines. Since the people tends to forget the advertising of a particular product a reminder
message has to be sent in regular interval and in a proper media which would reach a large
number of potential customers. Term insurance, life insurance, wealth insurance product has to
be promoted Reason behind taking an insurance policy has to be changed and awareness has to
be created. Advertisement should satisfy the needs of customers and promote the sales of the
product. The benefit of the IDBI life smart performer scheme has to reach all the Customers. The
annual premium cost has to be reduced to attract the customers. The IDBI bank should be easy to
access. The life time of the insurance policy should be reduced. The service providing by IDBI in
advance product has to be increased. The IDBI life insurance bank has to provide more benefit
offers.
4.3 Conclusions
The awareness must be increased by increasing publicity and advertising (marketing
).Positioning plays a pivotal role during recall. Better and perfect positioning results in better
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recall. Advertisement must be catchy (using celebrities), that would grab attention. As done in
2015 sponsoring few events would surely help. Branches must be increased for better customer
satisfaction. There are some areas where there is neither IDBI bank nor FEDERAL bank.
(focusing on payment ).Too many products would also confuse the customer what to opt for. As
customer opts for brands which are aware and well known increase in awareness through
publicity and advertising would unquestionably increase sales.
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